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Abstract
Hear how library staff reimagined their first-year student orientation activity in order to highlight the work being done by individual departments and communicate how each department supports the library as a whole. The poster will explore the first-year library orientation passport activity that got students moving around the library building to engage with each department and collect passport stamps.
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Background & Context
- The Charting Your Course (CYC) orientation gives us the opportunity to connect with first-year students during their first week of fall semester classes.
- In past years we have reached upwards of 85% of first-year students.
- Two major sources of new students' library anxiety included:
  - Not knowing where library service points are located (Vitance & Beyerly, 2018)
  - Not knowing what to approach with questions about specific library services and collections (Collins & Dodsworth, 2011)

Collaborative Work
- **Working Group Meetings:**
  - Meetings with library departments
    - April-May 2018
- **Orientation Planning Work:**
  - Communicating with campus organizers for orientation

Orientation Activity
- **Welcome to Musselman Library!**

  **Goals for today:**
  - Get familiar with the library layout & services
  - Meet friendly library staff
  - Explore library collections

  **Activity Instructions:**
  - Visit each department in Musselman Library to earn stamps for your passport
  - Once you've collected 5 stamps return to the main floor to get credit & a prize

  **Scholarly Communications:**
  - Students watched a brief video, and discussed Open Access resources with Scholarly Communications staff

Assessment
- Students
  - Completed a survey two weeks after orientation ended
  - Respondents' names were entered into a drawing for a $25 campus bookstore gift card
  - Answered four Likert scale prompts and three open-response questions from previous CYC surveys
  - Data collected solely for internal use

Takeaways
- Initial meetings with library departments gave us insight into students' information needs from our colleagues' perspectives
- Developing orientations-wide learning outcomes allowed us to decentralize the activity planning while maintaining a cohesive vision for the student experience
- Requiring each department's activity to take 3-5 minutes and restricting handouts to bookmark-sized materials helped prevent content overload

This is a modified PowerPoint version of a poster presented at ACRL 2019.
The original presentation used the iPoster platform.
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Abstract

Hear how library staff reimagined their first-year student orientation activity in order to highlight the work being done by individual departments and communicate how each department supports the library as a whole. The poster will explore the first-year library orientation passport activity that got students moving around the library building to engage with each department and collect passport stamps.
Background & Context

• The Charting Your Course (CYC) orientation gives us the opportunity to connect with first-year students during their first week of fall semester classes
  • In past years we have reached upwards of 85% of first-year students

• Two major sources of new students’ library anxiety include:
  • Not knowing where library services are located (Vrbancic & Byerley, 2018)
  • Not knowing who to approach with questions about specific library services and collections (Collins & Dodsworth, 2011)
Traditionally, our Research & Instruction department designed a scavenger-hunt-style orientation and then recruited other library staff members to help run the activity.
We decided to revisit this approach in advance of the fall 2018 orientation. One of our goals was to decentralize the planning process and give individual departments more agency over how they would introduce themselves to first-year students.
Background & Context, cont.

- Student Learning Outcomes
  - Gain familiarity with Musselman Library layout and service points in order to effectively navigate the library
  - Interact with friendly library staff in order to know from whom to get help when needed
  - Explore library collections in order to access information in a variety of formats
Collaborative Work

**Working Group Meetings:**
- Meetings with library departments
- Group meeting to discuss learning outcomes & activity logistics
- Group meeting to finalize activity plans & get feedback

**Orientation Planning Work:**
- Communicating with campus organizers for orientation
- Working on design of passports & activity logistics
- Preparing individual department activities
- Developing staffing schedule for activity
- Sending out post-survey to students

First Year Orientation
August 28-30th, 2018
Orientation Activity

Welcome to Musselman Library!

Goals for today:
- Get familiar with the library layout & services
- Meet friendly library staff
- Explore library collections

Activity Instructions:
- Visit each department in Musselman Library to earn stamps for your passport
- Once you've collected 5 stamps return to the main floor to get credit & a prize
Scholarly Communications

• Students watched a brief video and discussed Open Access resources with Scholarly Communications staff

Link to video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ffusjdTQF4
Orientation Activity, cont.

User Services

• Students played a memory style matching game to identify materials that can be checked out from the library
Orientation Activity, cont.

Research & Instruction
- Students spun a wheel to learn about research services and ways to get help from the Research Help Desk
Orientation Activity, cont.

Technical Services

- Students learned more about various electronic collections, including streaming film, ebooks, and digital newspaper access
Orientation Activity, cont.

Special Collections & College Archives

• Students explored a collection of college yearbooks and an exhibit
Assessment

Students

• Completed a survey two weeks after orientation ended
• Respondents’ names were entered into a drawing for a $25 campus bookstore gift card
• Answered four Likert scale questions and three open-response questions from previous CYC surveys
• Data collected solely for internal use
Assessment, cont.

**Likert Scale Prompts**
- During the CYC library activity, I learned the location of different service points
- During the CYC library activity, I learned how and where I can seek help from library staff
- The library staff were helpful and friendly during the CYC library activity
- Overall, the CYC library activity provided a good introduction to the library's collections

**Open Response Questions**
- What did you find most helpful about the activity?
- What did you find least helpful about the activity?
- Do you have anything else you would like to tell us?
Assessment, cont.

Library Staff

- Working group unanimously agreed to reuse this new structure for future CYC activities
- Anecdotally, library staff reported feeling more invested in their portion of the activity
- Departments that were traditionally underrepresented in the previous activity (i.e. Scholarly Communications and Technical Services) appreciated having a more equitable platform
Takeaways

• Initial meetings with library departments gave us insight into students’ information needs from our colleagues’ perspectives

• Developing orientation-wide learning outcomes allowed us to decentralize the activity planning while maintaining a cohesive vision for the student experience

• Requiring each department’s activity to take 3–5 minutes and restricting handouts to bookmark-sized materials helped prevent cognitive overload

• Bottlenecking caused delays at a few stations
  • As a library, we hope to be more intentional about designing activities that can be joined midway through or completed as a small group instead of as individuals
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